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Never before was loading a lab washer simpler 

Fast loading and efficient use of cabinet space – 

with EasyLoad from Miele 

Gütersloh/Frankfurt, June 11, 2018. – With a new range of accessories for lab washers, 

Miele is drastically cutting the effort needed to load machines and is also protecting 

lab glassware against damage: EasyLoad is the name of the system which simplifies 

and speeds up loading. Laboratory glassware is automatically correctly positioned in 

the load carrier, and newly developed injector nozzles guarantee thorough internal 

cleaning of glasses of different shapes and sizes – from test tubes to large Erlenmeyer 

flasks. 

This solution complements the previous load carrier system from Miele, which will remain on 

sale. It consists of three different injector modules for load items of different sizes. EasyLoad 

can be fitted with right-size injector nozzles to meet the particular needs of the load in hand. 

The heart and soul of the system is a new spray nozzle which will be available from 1Q19 

onwards in a variety of lengths and diameters. Its design guarantees reliable interior cleaning 

of glasses, even if their bases rest against the tips of the nozzles. Above all, load items can 

be positioned over nozzles both more simply and faster as the height adjustment of holders 

is no longer necessary, thanks to the smart combination of nozzles and holding frames. 

Broad supports are available to provide a base on which to place load items, ensuring a 

secure hold and reducing lateral movement and rattling. 

With the new supports, the vertical clearance in the upper and lower baskets can be put to 

even better use. Compared with the previous system, height gains, depending on the load 

arrangement, amount to up to almost 9 cm. This allows considerably taller laboratory 

glassware to be accommodated in the machine. 

The use of nozzles and supports is possible on many lab washers from Miele. Load 

arrangements can be chosen individually by users, resulting in the ultimate in flexibility. 

Furthermore, the entire EasyLoad system can be extended at wish at any time. 
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Media contact: 

Anke Schläger 

Phone: +49 5241 89-1949 

Email: anke.schlaeger@miele.com 

Company profile: Miele is the world's leading manufacturer of premium domestic appliances including cooking, 

baking and steam-cooking appliances, refrigeration products, coffee makers, dishwashers and laundry and floor 

care products. This line-up is augmented by dishwashers, washer-extractors and tumble dryers for commercial 

use as well as washer-disinfectors and sterilisers for use in medical and laboratory applications (Business Unit 

Professional). The Miele company, founded in 1899, has eight production plants in Germany as well as one plant 

each in Austria, the Czech Republic, China and Romania. 2016/17 turnover amounted to approx. EUR 3.93 bn 

with sales outside Germany accounting for 70%. Miele is represented with its own sales subsidiaries and via 

importers in almost 100 countries. The Miele company, now in the fourth generation of family ownership, employs 

a workforce of around 19,500, 10,900 thereof in Germany. The company headquarters are located in 

Gütersloh/Westphalia, Germany. 

 

There is one photograph with this text 

Photo 1: New injector system for the fast, simple and secure reprocessing of laboratory 

glassware: EasyLoad from Miele consists of three different modules which can be configured 

to suit individual needs. (Photo: Miele) 
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